Calibration in the usual sense concerns how well a parametric risk model, g(θ, Y ), approximates the risk function, risk(Y ) = P(D = 1|Y ). The key results in our paper, which are contained in sections 2 and 3, do not concern parametric risk models and calibration is therefore irrelevant. The results are simply a consequence of the standard definition of the risk function, risk(Y ) = P(D = 1|Y ). No assumptions are made and no modeling is involved. In particular, there are no hidden assumptions about calibration pertaining to equations (1) through (8).
In data analysis (sections 4, 5, and 6) one will often employ a parametric risk model to approximate the risk function, risk(Y ) = P(D = 1|Y ), and then calibration becomes relevant. We state "A fundamental initial step in the assessment of any risk model is to evaluate if risks calculated according to the model reflect the probabilities P(D = 1|Y )." We test calibration in our example using the Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic and refer to a previous paper (Pepe et al., 2008) for how the predictiveness curve can be a useful graphic for assessing calibration. We have not side-stepped the important issue of calibration in our paper.
The notion of 'true risk,' π i , is stressed in Dr. Cook's comment, but I believe there are major scientific problems with this notion. First, the latent random variable π i is not well defined and second, it is not identifiable from data. Given data on outcome D and predictors (X, Y ), one can never know if there exists an unobserved but highly predictive marker W (in which case π i = P(D i = 1|X i , Y i , W i ) is close to 0 or 1 for all subjects), or if (X, Y ) constitutes all measured and unmeasured predictive information (in which case π i = P(D i = 1|X i , Y i )). Given data, (D, X, Y ), I think the most we can do is to assess risk(X, Y ) = P(D = 1|X, Y ). Moreover, at best reclassification calibration statistics must be addressing how well a model approximates P(D = 1|X, Y ) and not how well it approximates a latent 'true risk' random variable, π i . Distinguishing between conditional and unconditional calibration is interesting, but not practically useful in my opinion. 
